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OUR STORY
MONDECASA® started with the partnership of two visionary close friends 
during their university days and their love of nature and the outdoors. They 
established a factory and began to produce resin wicker furniture in the 
mid 1990's targeting the Commercial Furniture Market. Their work ethic 
and commitment to build quality products quickly attracted many European 
brand names to their factory requiring the manufacture of products 
produced under their private labels.
The business grew rapidly over 15 years and now employs a 3,000 
strong team to help fulfill the demand for their furniture. The key to its 
development is the experience and development of manufacturing and 
weaving techniques, the continuous investment in the selection, and the 
cultivation and training of expert craftsmen to ensure the MONDECASA® 
concept of product refinement, consistency and reliability as expected by 
their clients.

Adhering to strict and unbending quality assurance standards and selective 
material utilization, the MONDECASA® concept offers creative, and eye 
catching designs tied with reliability and longevity. 

The MONDECASA® collection is the result of these life-long friends’ 
passion and experience which they hope you will share in and enjoy for 
many years to come.

To extend and confirm its founders’ love of nature and all its finite 
elements, MONDECASA® adheres to and confirms its pledge of using only 
biodegradable materials in its manufacturing. 

“The living environments in which we create, reflect the quality of 
the lifestyles we pursue”  MONDECASA®

Motivated by the ever changing skyline of the tropical city of Singapore, 
MONDECASA® shines as a world class manufacturer committed to 
develop, and create unique, environmentally responsible and innovative 
furniture and fittings for the discerning consumer who appreciates the finer 
things in life.

The hallmark of MONDECASA® is to design and manufacture furniture 
and fittings with ergonomic comfort and superior quality. The combination 
of the two creates products that allow all to experience and enjoy a lifestyle 
to be envied.

MONDECASA® MISSION
To be inspired by the beauty of nature, richness and diversity of global 
cultures, and the fusion of these influences help us create living experience 
and lifestyle for those in search of tranquility and sanctuary. 

OUR GOAL
Our goal is to manufacture quality and trendy products that are 
internationally recognizable by those who share our concern for the 
environment while at the same time demanding products of unparalleled 
quality and style.

OUR VISION
We are committed to quality and we are committed to help save the 
planet and in our manufacturing we will not compromise on product 
quality and our commitment to the environment. We will continue to use 
environmentally friendly raw materials and employ the creativity and artistry 
of our people in the development of our products. We aim to be a socially 
and environmentally friendly ‘citizen” of the world.

Our identity, our logo, the Orchid, is synonymous with our history, our 
aspirations, our design and our manufacturing philosophy. The Orchid’s 
beauty and freshness influences and motivates our creativity, strengthens 
our resolve to strive for perfection in all things, and highlight our sensitivity 
for the fragility of our environment.

EXPERIENCE THE LUXURIOUS STYLE OF 
LIVING WITH MONDECASA®
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Tang Bamboo 
What is life? 

A cozy retreat to the bamboo forest with a flowing stream, 
where the green of the wood and the sound of water beating are 

made perfect by tea and moonlighting. 

The theme inspired a string instrument that 
was popular in the Tang Dynasty. 

The delicate strings and the natural finish of bamboo 
resurrect lost memories from a faraway era. 

Whenever the strings strum, the bamboo harmonizes.  
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Porcelain bowl
Delicate and flawless work featuring serene 
landscape that calms worldly concerns. The porcelain poses with elegance and 
artistry to be cherished for ages. 

The design has been inspired by the blue-and-white 
porcelain from the Yuan Dynasty. The overall finish represents the finest of its 
class, and showcases the unparalleled classic brush 
painting of the captivating southern landscape. 
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Ming Ta
Through the square fence and hanging willows, 
one ventured out of the flower shade.
As one was walking, the birds reclined on tree tops;
When almost arrived, one shadow was rushing back to the corridor.
Fishing in the river, one saw lotus leaves eager to drift; 
but resort to the heart for joy, it is peaceful and trouble-free.

Reviving the simple elegant style of the Ming and Qing Dynasties, 
the series features subtle oriental charm born of Eastern philosophies. 
The white cushions afford tranquil 
seats in the open yard, for following floating clouds above.
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Drum
Faraway drumbeats travelling with wind and snow are indistinct, 
yet clearly present. One can't help but to ask, “Where is it coming from?” 

The design stems from traditional Chinese drums, 
symbolizing completeness and unity. 
When unfolded, the drums become intricate chairs; each chair has four support 
points that combine to provide stability and comfort.
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Durban
The slim series demonstrates outstanding design and craftsmanship. 
From its inception to the choice of material, 
the series is highly uniform in illustrating the carefree and simplistic living 
philosophy. The work is visually refreshing 
with sapphire sky and white clouds imprinted on work surface. 
All things Durban transport souls to spiritual highlands 
with crisp and clean air.   
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Continental
The chic and environment-friendly polarwood blends intricately 
with the rattan-inspired material to call out the exquisite and luxury of the series 
from deep within. The simple, natural, 
yet concrete artistry is evident through the refined form and volume. 
The delicate lines of the rattan weave give a sculpted hallow effect, 
adding dimension to the finished work and making it a testament to the perfect 
alliance of art and craft. 
The wood is weather-proof and its timeless 
appeal shines through even outdoor.
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Portofino
Change is the king of rules. The series has provided a platform for style and lines 

to interact in infinite ways. The deliberate curves and innovative design make 
it that much more attractive. The gradual alteration of colour scheme ensures 

pleasant sight to gazing eyes. Portofino comes with inborn confidence and pride 
when announcing its arrival. 
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Osaka
Osaka illuminates a deep-set radiance and unique spark of artistry perfectly 
capable of lifting your passion and expectation for good living. Its outward 

charm and inner calm mark the successful 
pursuit of absolute beauty and harmony. The series comes with hallowed-out 
tabletop that is comparable to the most beautiful of hand-sewn craft. The see-

through effect is astounding with a touch of classic, mystery and elegance, all for 
your viewing pleasure. 
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We are single-minded in our pursuit of achieving the ultimate in product quality. By utilizing in 
combination unique new technology enhanced long-life durability, aging resistant techniques, 
and recyclable high density polyethylene simulation rattan material, MONDECASA® provides an 
environmentally responsible popular fashion-life concept.  

The internal frame of our products is light-duty alloy material. It’s properties include non-scratch, 
corrosion resistance, smoothness, strength and stability all combining to effectively reduce the corrosive 
and damaging effects of external natural and artificial influences.

SUNBRELLA, high-grade marine material had been the market leader in such fields as global sunshade 
and convertible vehicle roofs for the past 45 years. Sunbrella’s unique manufacturing technology make 
the fabric appear identical inside and outside; it retains its newness for many years..

The perfect integration of various materials makes the quality of “MONDECASA®” products unique, 
outstanding and attractive.

Quality of finish and dignity of 
design, these are the priorities…
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Our workers have been satisfying high-end customers for many years; our production team 
cannot tolerate any flaws; responsible for more than 100 procedures including material 
selection, joint welding, coating processing and secure packaging. Every step from order to 
delivery is regarded with the same affection a great artist applies to his/her creation; each 
element withstands the severest scrutiny from our quality controllers. 
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100x67.5x91cm
393/8"x265/8"x357/8"

AC5552N01RAT P.24-2578x72x71cm
303/4"x283/8"x28"

AC5550N10RAT P.6-7TANG BAMBOO 
Lounge Armchair

PORCELAIN BOWL
Dining Sidechair

138x72x71cm
543/8"x283/8"x28"

AC5550N11RAT P.6-7TANG BAMBOO 
2 Seat Sofa

50x50x46cm
195/8"x195/8"x181/8"

AT5550N24ACT P.10-11TANG BAMBOO
End Table

120x60x43cm
471/4"x235/8"x167/8"

AT5550N23ACT P.6-7TANG BAMBOO
Coffee Table

164x97x124.5cm
645/8"x381/4"x49"

AC5550A11RAT P.14-15TANG BAMBOO
High back love seat sofa

100x97x124.5cm
393/8"x381/4"x49"

AC5550A10RAT P.20-21TANG BAMBOO
High back single seat sofa

Ø76x43cm
Ø297/8"x167/8"

AT5550A63ACT P.14-15TANG BAMBOO
Coffee table

Ø175x75cm
Ø687/8"x291/2"

AT5552N27GLA P.24-25PORCELAIN BOWL
Dining Table

TANG BAMBOO PORCELAIN BOWL

180.5x72x71cm
711/8"x283/8"x28"

AC5550N12RAT P.12-13TANG BAMBOO 
3 Seat Sofa

85x78x70cm
331/2"x303/4"x271/2"

153x78x70cm
601/4"x303/4"x271/2"

AC5544N10RAT

AC5544N11RAT

P.34-35

P.36-37

MING TA
Lounge Armchair

MING TA
Mini sofa set

MING TA

193.5x78x70cm
761/8"x303/4"x271/2"

AC5544N12RAT P.36-37MING TA
3 Seat Sofa
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78x203.5x70cm
303/4"x801/8"x271/2"

77x203x67cm
303/8"x797/8"x263/8"

AS5544N89RAT

AS5828A89RAT

P.32-33

P.30-31

MING TA
Chaise lounger

MING TA
Chaise Lounger

MING TA

120x60x92.5cm
471/4"x235/8"x363/8"

AT5544N23RAT P.36-37MING TA
Coffee Table

DRUM

165x82x67cm
65"x321/4"x263/8"

Ø136x75cm
Ø531/2"x291/2"

AC5543N05RAT

AT5543N27GLA

P.40-41

P.40-41

DRUM
2 Seat bench

DRUM
Dining Table
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58x64.5x88cm
227/8"x253/8"x345/8"

210x100x75cm
825/8"x393/8"x291/2"
160x100x75cm
63"x393/8"x291/2"

AT4001N27ACT

AC5830B04TEX

AT5830N27GLA

P.47

P.45

P.51

DURBAN
Dining Table

DURBAN
Dining Armchair

DURBAN
Dining Table

DURBAN

100x100x75cm
130x130x75cm
160x90x75cm
200x100x75cm
260x100x75cm

393/8"x393/8"x291/2"
511/8"x511/8"x291/2"
63"x353/8"x291/2"
783/4"x393/8"x291/2"
1023/8"x393/8"x291/2"

75x81.5x80.5cm
291/2"x321/8"x313/4"

137x81.5x80.5cm
537/8"x321/8"x313/4"

AC5830B10TEX

AC5830B11TEX

P.53

P.52

DURBAN
Lounge Armchair

DURBAN
2 Seat Sofa
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DURBAN

64x51x38cm
251/4"x201/8"x15"

AC5830B25TEXDURBAN
Foot Stool

74x198x47cm
291/8"x78"x181/2"

AS5830B21TEX P.56-57DURBAN
Sunlounger

58x45x46cm
227/8"x173/4"x181/8"

AT5830B24GLA P.52

102x60x39cm
401/8"x235/8"x153/8"

AT5830B23GLA P.52

P.53

DURBAN
Coffee Table

DURBAN
End Table

72x84.5x66.5cm
283/8"x331/4"x261/8"

84.5x84.5x66.5cm
331/4"x331/4"x261/8"

84.5x84.5x30.5cm
331/4"x331/4"x12"

95x95x74cm
373/8"x373/8"x291/8"

AC5840N07RAT

AC5840N13RAT

AT5840N23ACT

AC5812N13RAT

P.61

P.59

P.63

P.67

CONTINENTAL
Middle seat module

CONTINENTAL
Corner module

CONTINENTAL
Coffee table

PORTOFINO
Corner module

CONTINENTAL

PORTOFINO

95x95x74cm
373/8"x373/8"x291/8"

AC5812N07RAT P.70-71PORTOFINO
Middle seat module

95x95x29cm
373/8"x373/8"x113/8"

AT5812N23RAT P.70-71PORTOFINO
Coffee Table/Foot stool
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90x90x75cm
353/8"x353/8"x291/2"
160x90x75cm
63"x353/8"x291/2"
210x100x75cm
825/8"x393/8"x291/2"

58x60x79.5cm
227/8"x235/8"x311/4"

58x50x79.5cm
227/8"x195/8"x311/4"

AC5699N04RAT

AC5699N01RAT

AT5699N27GLA

P.74-75

P.74-75

P.76-77

OSAKA
Dining Armchair

OSAKA
Dining Sidechair

OSAKA
Dining Table

OSAKA
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